Dean’s List of Distinguished Students

Spring 2020

Congratulations!

The following students are on the Dean’s List of Distinguished Students for the 2019-20 spring quarter. This means that they have earned a term GPA of at least 3.75 on 15 or more credits. Please congratulate them.

Associate Vice President for
Academic Administration

Adams, Jacob ....................................................... Undecided
Adams, Andrew ....................................................... Undecided
Aguirre Duncan, Susana ....................................... Biology
Aliment, Emily ......................................................... Nursing
Alindsay, Nolan ....................................................... Business Administration
Alvarez, Katherine ................................................. Psychology
Anderson, Brooklyn .............................................. International Development
Argumedo, Daniela ............................................. Elementary Education
Arlt, Daniel ............................................................ Engineering
Armstrong, Andrew ............................................... Engineering
Asij, Kimberly ..................................................... Business Administration
Aufderhar, Samuel ........................................... Product Design
Aus, Miranda .......................................................... Mathematics
Azrak, Abigail ..................................................... Business Administration
Bagdon, Mary ...................................................... Strategic Communication
Bahnmlller, Kirstyn ............................................. Religion
Baik, Isaac ............................................................ Nursing
Ballance, Jared .................................................... Engineering
Balli, Claire ........................................................... Theology
Barrett, Kyler ...................................................... Business Administration
Barrett, Joel ......................................................... Nursing
Barrutia, Clair ...................................................... Liberal Studies
Beamesderfer, Karl ........................................... Pre-Medicine
Beaver, Emily ....................................................... Health Science
Becker, Madison .................................................... Biology
Beierle, Christin .................................................. Psychology
Benko, Matija ....................................................... Computer Science
Bennett-Gomes, Nicole ......................................... Business Administration
Beresnev, Mikhail ................................................ Engineering
Bergervin, Garrett ............................................... Product Design
Bevins, Josh ......................................................... Business Administration
Bezman, Emi ...................................................... Physical Education
Bibb, Mattison ..................................................... Elementary Education
Bischoff, Hailey ................................................... Business Administration
Blackburn, Caldora .............................................. Biology
Blake, Rylee .......................................................... Psychology
Blech, Travis ......................................................... Engineering
Blech, Michelle ..................................................... Nursing
Bom, Corey ............................................................. Theology
Boonstra, Jordyn ................................................... Art
Boonstra, Maxwell ............................................. Business Administration
Border, Devon ..................................................... Music
Borges Paraizo, Artur ........................................... Business Administration
Boskind, Madison .................................................. Biochemistry
Bosler, Jennifer .................................................... Elementary Education
Boulais, Summer ................................................ Biology
Bovee, Karina ..................................................... Engineering
Brown, Maddie .................................................... Nursing
Brown, Kifer ...................................................... Business Administration
Browning, Gabrielle ............................................. Nursing
Buller, Tanner ..................................................... Biology
Busby, Kristian ...................................................... Art
Bussell, Andrew .................................................. Engineering
Buster, Josiah ...................................................... English
Butler, McKenna ............................................... Product Design
Buursma, Charles ............................................. Business Administration
Cabanilla, Yrah ..................................................... Health Science
Calkins, Jacob .................................................... Business Administration
Campbell, Tianna .............................................. Pre-Medicine
Carlson, Cyrus ..................................................... Biology
Carlton, Emily .................................................... Engineering
Case, Stephanie .................................................... Engineering
Castillo, Anilce .................................................. Biochemistry
Chen, Yu-Lan ..................................................... Nursing
Cheneweth, Blake ................................................ History
Cheney, Nate ...................................................... Biochemistry
Chin, Caleb ......................................................... Engineering
Chris-pens, Karson ................................................ Engineering
Chung, Alyssa ..................................................... Health Science
Claridge, Trevor ................................................ Computer Science
Clarke, Aleah ..................................................... Elementary Education
Claus, Moriah ..................................................... Social Work
Clubb, Melissa .................................................... Business Administration
Comley, Aaron .................................................. Health Science
Constantino, Isabella ......................................... Psychology
Cotter, John ....................................................... Mathematics
Couch, Tyler ............................................. Health Science
Cowry, Michael .................................................. Biology
Cowley, James .................................................... Aviation Management
Cowley, James ............................................. Business Administration
Cray, Stevan .................................. Film, TV, and Media
Crumley, Lindsey ............................................. Film, TV, and Media
Culver, Xander .................................................. Engineering
Cummings, Carson ............................................. Biology
Daley, Michael .................................................. Nursing
Daniel, Ryan .................................................. Business Administration
Davidson, Alexa ............................................. Business Administration
Davidson, Mackenzie ........................................ Mathematics
Davis, Charli .................................................... English
Davis, Martessa .................................................. Music Education
DeChance, Matthew ........................................ Information Systems
Dela Cruz, Karyssa ........................................ Bioengineering Science
DelRosario, Aaliyah ................................................ Art
Dietrich, Dylan .................................................. Biology
 Dominguez, Mercy ........................................ Health Science
Donato, Cambria ................................................ Health Science
Driver, Tristan .................................................. Graphic Design
Dybdahl, Alyssa ........................................ International Communication
Dybdahl, Sarah .................................................. Social Work
Eastwood, Claire ........................................ Strategic Communication
Edelbach, Corbin ........................................ Business Administration
Ekvens, Kiersten ........................................ Strategic Communication
Elias, Linnea .................................................. Elementary Education
Ermshar, Stephen ........................................ Computer Science
Evangelista, Zack ........................................ Business Administration
Ewing, Celina .................................................. Spanish
Fairchild, Kaden ........................................ Computer Science
Farnsworth, Lauryn ........................................ Social Work
Farris, Sean ................................................... Engineering
Fenton, Allison ................................................ Psychology
Ferguson, Nick ............................................... Chemistry
Ferrell, Zoe ..................................................... Communications
Firestone, Noah ........................................ Biochemistry
Fisher, Mason ............................................... Pre-Medicine
Fletcher, Anders ................................................ Biology
Flores, Jose .................................................. Psychology
Follett, Jannah ................................................ Health Science
Follett, Hannah ................................................ Nursing
Ford, Lauren ................................................... Undecided
Forshew, Brianna ........................................ Elementary Education
Fratinni, Stefano ................................................ Biology
Froelich, Caleb ................................................ Engineering
Fullerton, Cody ............................................... Biology
Futcher, Greg .................................................. Business Administration
Gainey, Mariissa ........................................ Health Science
Galvez, Rachelle ................................................ Psychology
Garcia, Briana ................................................ Undecided
Gauthun, Holly ........................................ Pre-Nutrition and Dietetics
Gerling, Amanda ............................................... Religion
Giesbrecht, Hunter ........................................ Business Administration
Gillespie, Jonathan .............................................. Biology
Gomez, Bryan ........................................ Business Administration
Good, Allison .................................................. Psychology
Goodridge, Jenni ........................................ Social Work
Gordon, Hannah ............................................ Music Education
Gorton, Mikaela ................................................ Biology
Graham, Thomas ............................................. Aviation Technology
Grant, Zoe ....................................................... Biology
Grey, Melanie ................................................ Social Work
Griffin, Jocelyn ................................................ English
Griffin, Ben ..................................................... Biology
Griggs, Sam .................................................... Engineering
Gutierrez, Israel ........................................ Strategic Communication
Haffner, Claire ................................................ Social Work
Hammond, Bradley ........................................ History
Handysides, Carina ........................................ Biochemistry
Harding, Ryan ................................................ Health Science
Harker, Alii ..................................................... Health Science
Harrison, Daria ................................................ Religion
Harrison, Amanda ........................................ Spanish
Hartman, Joel ............................................. Computer Science
Hayden, Jake ................................................ Physics
Heffel, Cindy ................................................ History
Herbel, Caleb ............................................. Computer Science
Hernandez, Melia ........................................ Elementary Education
Hess, Tiana ..................................................... Health Science
Hoffer, Zack .................................................. Business Administration
Hoffman, Juliana ........................................ Social Work
Horning, Nicolette ........................................ English
Horton, Makena ........................................ Strategic Communication
Hubbard, Jon ................................................ Psychology
Hybloa, Kris ................................................ Engineering
Irvine, Derek ............................................. Business Administration
Irvine, Luke .................................................. Music
Irvine, Drew ............................................. Business Administration
Iwakoshi, Nathaniel ........................................ Biology
Jennings, Harrison .......................................... Biology
Jensen, Sandy ................................................ Global Development
Jimenez, Michael ........................................ Strategic Communication
Johnson, Bri ............................................. Elementary Education
Johnson, Dawsen ........................................ Biology
Johnson, Easly ............................................. Health Science
Johnson, Walker ........................................ Pre-Medicine
Johnson, Mariah ........................................ Communications
Johnson, Alex ................................................ Biology
Johnson, Trent ................................................ Nursing
Johnson, Brianna ........................................ Forensic Psychology
Johnston, Keira ........................................ Undecided
Jurgensen, Chelsea ........................................ Undecided
Keju, Tim ..................................................... Health Science
Keshishzadeh, Jenny ........................................ Nursing
Khachatrian, Noyemi ....................................... Biology
Kibukevich, Tamara ........................................ Music
Kiers, Barbara ................................................ Biology
Kiers, Bethany ............................................. Elementary Education
Kim, Eden ..................................................... Biology
Kim, Miles .................................................... Engineering
King, Lauren ................................................ Nursing
Knecht, Alyssa ........................................ Business Administration
Knight, Katelyn ............................................ Psychology
Rice, Hailey ................................................. Aviation Management
Richards, Kallan ............................................ Biochemistry
Rigsby, Sophie ............................................... Health Science
Rippe, Blake .................................................. Product Design
Rittenbach, Matthew ...................................... Biology
Rittenour, Brandon ......................................... Music Education
Rivas, Jose .................................................... Engineering
Rivera, Julia .................................................... Chemistry
Roach, Kaitlin ............................................. Business Administration
Robles, Isabella ............................................. Psychology
Roda, Chloe .................................................. Physical Education
Rogers, Abby ............................................. Global Communication
Rogers, Lindsay ............................................ Elementary Education
Rodriguez, Daren ......................................... Business Administration
Rodriguez, Ivan ........................................... Business Administration
Rodriguez-Munoz, Carlos ............................... Mathematics
Rojas, Jillian .................................................. Biology
Rose, Kristi .................................................... Elementary Education
Rouse, Grace ............................................... Psychology
Rui Velandia, Juan ......................................... Business Administration
Rumbaoa, Alyssa ........................................... Nursing
Ruud, Andy ................................................... Business Administration
Saca, Lucas .................................................... Social Work
Salvador, Olivia ............................................ Nursing
Sanchez, Nathaniel ......................................... Aviation Technology
Sandhu, Jasveer ........................................... Business Administration
Santaliz, Angelika ......................................... Health Science
Santee, Rachelle ............................................. Theology
Sarli, Julia .................................................... Health Science
Saturno, Jacson ............................................. Product Design
Scalf, Alec ..................................................... Social Work
Schaber, Dustin ............................................ Business Administration
Schaffer-Entrena, Jason ................................. French
Schlemmer, Wylie ......................................... Business Administration
Schmidt, Sami ............................................. Nursing
Schmidt Weiss, Egan ..................................... Bioengineering Science
Scott, Chelsee ............................................. Nursing
Seeley, Rachel ............................................. Business Administration
Seibold, Logan ............................................. Industrial Design
Seigal, Sabrina ............................................. Elementary Education
Selivanoff, Anthony ................................... Business Administration
Semple, Emmett ........................................... Business Administration
Setniker, Danielle .......................................... English
Sevick, Joshua ............................................ Engineering
Sexton, Jared ........................................... Honors General Studies Program
Shannon, Jack ............................................. Elementary Education
Shepherd, Simon .......................................... Undecided
Sherrill, Hayden .......................................... History
Siminel, Lyuda ............................................. Nursing
Simmons, Allison ......................................... Biology
Simus, Scott ................................................ Biology
Sineath, Ethan ............................................. Business Administration
Singer, Jonathan ........................................... Business Administration
Smith, Sabrina ............................................. Business Administration
Smith, Taylor ............................................. Engineering
Smith, Amber ............................................... Undecided
Smith, Bella ............................................. Humanities
Smith Alvarez, Victoria .................................. French
Snell, Walker ............................................ Aviation Technology
Sowa, Willy ................................................ Nursing
Sperl, Rose ................................................ Social Work
Stiles, Kristi ................................................ History
Stonas, Jamie ............................................... Mathematics
Stonas, Hannah ........................................ Business Administration
Stong, Ethan ............................................. Engineering
Stopsen, Destanie ........................................ Business Administration
Stratte, Danny ............................................. Music
Stuart, Avery ............................................... Biology
Sturtevant, Aaron ....................................... Engineering
Sui, Fay .................................................... Mathematics
Sukachevin, Kieran ..................................... Engineering
Susens, Sierra ........................................... Elementary Education
Suter, Marissa ............................................ Nursing
Swensen, Shaelyn ....................................... Biochemistry
Syiem, Sarah ............................................. Health Science
Syiem, Stephanie ......................................... Health Science
Tan, Charmaine ........................................ Business Administration
Tang, Tim ................................................... Health Science
Tataryn, Zach ........................................... Business Administration
Taylor, Adam ............................................. Computer Science
Terry, Jonathan ........................................ Business Administration
Terry, Joey ................................................ Business Administration
Thomas, Luke ........................................... Biology
Thomas, Anusha ........................................ Music
Thompson, Brooke ..................................... Business Administration
Thornton, Sarah .......................................... Religion
Titus, Jared ............................................. Business Administration
Tomcho, Kohl ........................................... Forensic Psychology
Torgerson, Samantha ................................. Elementary Education
Torkelsen, Trenton ...................................... History
Trautwein, Caleb ....................................... Strategic Communication
Travis, Charity ......................................... Elementary Education
Trussell, LeAnn ......................................... Humanities
Tucker, Emma ............................................. Business Administration
Tucker, Paul ............................................. Business Administration
Turner, Kelsey ........................................... Theology
Turner, Audrey ........................................... Elementary Education
Turner, Madison ....................................... Theology
Turner, Jedediah ........................................ Business Administration
Turner, Kelton ........................................... Business Administration
Tyler, Alexander ......................................... Biology
Unger, Harrison .......................................... Engineering
Van Dorn, Stefan ...................................... Product Design
Vargas, L.J ................................................ Product Design
Vazquez, Estibaliz ....................................... Product Design
Velarde, Frances .......................................... Nursing
Wagner, Kristen ........................................ Biology
Walker, Savannah ..................................... International Communication
Wallace, Tanner ........................................ Nursing
Wallington, Nicky ....................................... Psychology
Warner, Winston ....................................... Product Design
Warren, Thomas ........................................ Product Design
Warren, William ....................................... Information Systems
Waters, Dylan ............................................ Mathematics
Watkins, Jordyn ................................................ Engineering
Wawondatu, Samantha ......................... Global Communication
Wells, Griffin ................................................ Health Science
Wexler, Benjamin ................................. Business Administration
Wheeler, Sara ................................................ Social Work
White, Marissa ........................................ Nursing
Whitley, Kristen ........................................ Biochemistry
Wiedemann, Chase ................................. Mathematics
Wiggins, Eva ................................. Business Administration
Wilkinson, Stephen ..................................... Biology
Willauer, Kaelan ................................. Computer Science
Williams, Savana ...................................... Art
Williams, Christian ................................ Engineering
Willis-Brown, Shaianne .............................. Nursing
Wilson, Jared ........................................ Product Design
Wolf, Bryan ................................................ Engineering
Wong, Katherine ..................................... Social Work
Wredberg, Miranda ................................ Biology
Wright, Jordan ........................................ Business Administration
Wright-Jones, Jasmine ................................ Nursing
Wu, Ivan ............................................. Honors General Studies Program
Yamada, Jeanette ................................. Business Administration
Yang, Yucheng ........................................ Engineering
Yip, Lowan ................................................. Biology
Yoo, Caden .............................................. Biology
Zane, Olivia ............................................... Psychology
Zollbrecht, Kristen ................................. Business Administration